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LAVINIA STAN 

Media Discourses about Romanian Exile 
before and after 1989 

Just like a very strained body which relaxed all of a sudden after a long period of ten
sion, Romania still feels uncomfortable with the new sensation of freedom brought by 
1989. Because of the totalitarian nature of the communist regime in Romania, dealing 
with the recent past is an essential condition for healing and stepping forward. Con
fusion about the new reality, ignorance in approaching, defining, explaining and 
understanding its former condition, are some of the issues that Romanian society faces 
after 1989. However, as one exile affirmed, after a short period of growing interest, a 
sort of »collective amnesia« spread among the public while just a small part of the Ro
manian elite initiated and continued to fight the windmills of forgetting. In this con
text, the history of exile must be integrated within the general framework of the his
tory of Romanian communism from which the exile was an outcome that constantly 
challenged its creator. This article will present and analyse the constructed image of 
Romanian exiles as it can be identified in media discourses du ring and after the com
munist regime. 

Since the end of WorId War II, Romanian exiles were involved in contesting the 
communist regime imposed by the Soviets, thus striving »to overpower a native gov
ernment without challenging the existence of the nation-state«!. The traditional ap
proach in defining exile focuses on three issues: the experience of the exiles before leav
ing their country; the causes, motivations and means of their departure; and the situ
ation in the country of asylum. Yossi Shain considers that this approach should be 
improved by focusing on the exiles' activism - political, cultural and/or humanitarian 
- in the host countries, which individualises them within the different sub-groups of 
migrants2• 

Starting from this idea of exiles' activism, the article applies critical discourse analy
sis to the construction of the image of the exile as a social group employing partially 
the formula proposed by Ruth Wodak et al. for analysing the national identity con
struction, focusing on discursive strategies for positive self-presentation versus nega
tive other-presentation3

• 

Yossi SHAIN, The Frontier of Loyalty. Political Exiles in the Age of Nation-State, Middletown 1989, 
p.l. 

2 Ibid. pp. 8-9. 
3 Ruth WODAK et aI., Tbe Discursive Construction of National Identity, Edinburg 1999, pp. 37-41. 
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1. MEDIA DISCOURSE BEFORE 1989 

The Romanian written media generated a public discourse about the exiles assigning 
them an identity that was politically constructed by the communist ideology4. In Ro
mania, as in most totalitarian countries, the media piayed a key roie in propaganda. The 
same tool was used by the West to counteract communist efforts. It resulted in end
less opposing actions and re-actions in which nobody could say what came first. The 
outcome was the creation of totally antithetical images in East and West, which con
tinued with different intensity after 1989. 

The Romanian communist mass media scarcely referred to the exiles and it did not 
use words such as exile when referring to Romanians living abroad. Traditionally, the 
exile was associated in Romanian history with the 1848 revolutionaries who are sym
bols of the Romanian nation building process, and they were appreciated as romantic 
emblematic figures assigning a very strong positive connotation to the generic exile. 
On many occasions, the exiles after 1945 described themselves as successors to the 1848 
exiles5• Therefore, the communist media avoided any possible equivalence between 
Romanians living abroad defined through words, concepts, stereotypes, and tropes 
with strong negative connotations, and the exiles. 

With regard to the structure of the Romanian community in Western Europe, it was 
different during the Cold War. Between 1940 and 1948 the exile community included 
mainly, but not only, right wing intellectuals and politicians who fled the country in 
the context of internal political changes6• They formed a rather homogeneous group 
as it embodied people with similar education, social status, and principies and values, 
in spite of different and sometimes conflicting political beliefs. The exiles considered 
that the communist regime would be temporary, thus organising an alternative polit
icalleadership abroad to be ready for the moment of returning ,home<. After the 1956 
Hungarian revolution however, it became indisputable that the communist regimes 
would last for a while. From this point on and given the fact that political actions were 
officially impossible because there was no recognition of a Romanian government in 
exile, cultural action prevailed, the so-called »politics through culture«. In the 1970s 
and 1980s, two successive waves of newcomers to Western countries brought a differ
ent background, having different expectations and most of them did not get involved 
in any action against the communist regime in Romania7• Following the 1975 Helsinki 
Final Act the focus was on humanitarian actions, opening the closed elite group to 
larger participation of Romanians abroad, which increased the general fear of the exiles 

4 Cälin MORAR-VULCU, Construc~ia identitätilor politice in discursul oficial din Romania, 1948-1965 
(Constructing Political Identities in the Official Discourse in Romania, 1948-1965), Cluj-Napoca 2005. 

5 Neagu DJUVARA, Souvenirs de I'exil de 1948, in: Revue Roumaine d'Historie 1-2 (1995) pp. 17-53. 
6 On the history of Romanian extreme right movement see Armin HEINEN, Legiunea Arhanghelului Mi

hai. Mi~care socialä ~i organizatie politid. 0 contributie la problema fascimului international (The 
Archangel Michael's Legion. Social Movement and Political Organisation. A Contribution to the Prob
lem of International Fascism), Bucharest 1999. On anti-communist migration see Ghitä IONEscu, Co
munismul in Romania (The Communism in Romania), Bucharest 1994. 

7 Eva BEHRING, Scriitori romani din exil (1945-1989). 0 perspectivä istorico-literarä (Romanian Writers 
in Exile (1945-1989). A Historic-Literary Perspective), Bucharest 2001, pp. 2~5. 
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that the Securitate would infiltrate them more easily8. In general, it can be asserted that 
during the entire Cold War, the common aim of Romanian exiles was to determine a 
change in the Western powers' behaviour towards Romania so that they would even
tuaHy intervene to overthrow the communist regime. On the other hand, in spite of 
this political variance, when it came to cultural activities the exiles' world seemed to 
be much more coherent, as one could find within the pages of the same magazine 
writers both with strong rightwing and leftwing orientation. 

With respect to the image assigned to the exiles during the communist regime, there 
were two main tendencies which corresponded with different historical contexts, i.e. 
with Stalinism under Gheorghe Gherorghiu-Dej, and national communism under 
Ceau~escu. Symptomatic of the first period is the attack on Romania's legation in Bern 
in 1955 and of the second, the conflict originated in the 19705 between Saptamana and 
Radio Free Europe. Both incidents were exemplary of the attitude the Romanian gov
ernment had towards its former citizens living abroad. In the discursive construction 
of the identity of the exiles almost aH claims, warrants and grounds used in the ideo
logical confrontation with the West were used by different authors. 

The first event under scrutiny is the attack on the Romanian legation in Bern in Feb
ruary 1955 by five Romanians living abroad who had occupied the legation for several 
days, taking ho stages and injuring the driver of the legation who eventually died9• The 
discourse about Romanians abroad was constructed around the victim-perpetrator 
issue with the negative presentation of the other as perpetrator. Through a strategy of 
victimisation no individual was mentioned as victim, but the Romanian legation, 
which became the victim-institution. Successively, this victim, through a strategy of 
singularisation and personification, received a name, Stoeffel, the representative of the 
Romanian legation who incorporated all the features of the institution al victim. In gen
eral, in what regards the other, the description was vague, the attackers being identi
fied as »a gang of Romanian fascists«, clarifying that albeit they were Romanians, they 
were organised in a gang, thus belonging to the sweepings of the gutter. Besides the at
tackers themselves, there was presented a sub-group, the radical adversaries of com
munism who were compromised during World War II to which a vague »other crim
inal elements« were associated. These sub-groups were assigned negative common fea
tures such as the fact that they alllived abroad and they were armed with »automatie 
weapons, axes, knives, borers, instruments of opening up lockers and safes«lo. 

These auxiliary elements fed, in a way, the general fear of the imperialist conspiracy 
against Romania of some unknown people with a powerful bellicose potential. This 

8 Mihai PELIN, Culisele spionajului romanesc. D.LE. 1955-1980 (The backstage of Romanian Espionage. 
The Department of Foreign Information, 1955-1980), Bucharest 1997. 

9 For the entire story, see Stejärel OLARU, Cei cinci care au speciat Estul. Atacul asupra Lega\iei RPR de 
Ja Berna (februarie 1955) (The Five Who Scared the East. The Attack on the Romanian Legation in Bem), 
I~i2003. 

10 Atacul banditesc i'mpotriva lega\iei Republicii Populare Romane la Berna (The Villain Attack on the 
Legation of the Romanian People's Republic in Bern), in: Scinteia 3209 (16 February 1955) p. 4. Iden
tical formula was used in Nota de protest a guvernului RPR adresata guvernului elve\ian (The Protest
ing Note Addressed by the Romanian Government to the Swiss Government): in Sdnteia 3209 (16 Feb
ruary 1955) p. 1. 
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situation was symptomatic of the first period of the Cold War when an outbreak of 
conflict was expected. Moreover, the presence of an arsenal might be interpreted as a 
proof for the substantial alien support provided by a still unknown entity. 

The responsibility was constructed using the strategy of justification by shifting the 
focus from the attackers themselves to an institutional-perpetrator, i.e. the Swiss au
thorities, initially not involved, but sympathetic to the attackers. As the events de
veloped, they were to be blamed for »permitting the fascist banditos to maintain the 
occupying of the legation«, offering them the time for »devastating the archives«. The 
responsibility of the Swiss authorities grew gradually in the narrative as »they did not 
have in every situation an appropriate attitude«. At this point, it was suggested that the 
Swiss authorities were accomplices to the theft of the six million Swiss francs, perpet
rated on Swiss soil by »the traitor and fugitive Cretzeanu and his accompliees who had 
betrayed his homeland«l1. It is interesting that the names of the five attackers were not 
mentioned, but the name of one of the most important politicalleaders in exile, Nicolae 
Cretzeanu. This could be interpreted that the Romanian communist authorities 
emphasised that the attackers had been just tools in the hands of more powerful in
dividuals which were the real enemies of the country, who posed a greater threat. 

Moreover, the entire politicalleadership of the exile was explicitly associated with 
the Bern attaek as »two American spies suspeeted of belonging to the attack's organ
isers«, i.e Mihai Färeä~anu and Barbu Niculescu, leaders of a »fascist organisation«. 
The proof is »a secret meeting« in Paris of the groups of Romanian traitors and fas
cists in order to »analyse the situation« with the participation of M. Färcä~anu and 
Constantin Vi~oianu, »embittered agents of the American warmongers«12. Finally, the 
perpetrator category became extremely inclusive as »several governments in the Oc
eident« were hosting »traitors of the homeland, guilty of crimes against our people« 
and this attitude was symptomatic of a general »aggressive poliey«. 

It must be emphasised that in most cases, the other was the enemy, never plotting 
or acting alone, he or she had accomplices and all criminal actions were possible due 
to several factors, such as the lack of vigilance of the local authorities, and the existence 
of certain financial support, in this case the six million Swiss francs which »served for 
the sustenance of the fascist criminals who had fled the countries of people's democ
racy«. Under the »protecting look« of the same authorities, press campaigns have been 
organised in order »to slander Romania, to mon ger against Romanian people«13. 

On the other hand, the positive self-presentation coneept of >us<, eomprises »the 
Romanian people« as a wh oie and as owners who are responsible for Romania in order 
to emphasise the national uniqueness. To the Romanian people have been attributed 
exquisite qualities, as it »recognises the hand and the knife of these criminals«, con-

11 One of the main reasons of disagreements among the Romanian exiles was the so-called Cretzianu Fund. 
During World War 11, Ion Antonescu had put six million Swiss francs at the disposal of Romanian em
bassies abroad, and the money was deposited on the name of Cretzeanu. See Romania/Exile. Radio Free 
Europe Archives. Budapest: Open Society Archives, 300/60/1/197, 1951-1967, Item no. 06442/53. 

12 Autoritätile elvetiene au eliberat doi spioni americani bänuiti a face parte din organizatorii atacului ban
ditesc (Swiss Authorities Set Free Two American Spies Suspected to Belonging to the Organisers of the 
Villain Attack), in: Scinteia 3213 (20 February 1955) p. 4. 

13 Atacul banditesc impotriva legatiei Republicii Populare Romane la Berna (see note 10). 
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structing the image of a responsible and omniscient people calling upon the testimonies 
of several Romanian citizens, in order to condemn what happened14• The declarations 
pertain to individuals with names mentioned and who belong to a wide spectrum of 
professions, including lathe operators, managers and professors. 

In constructing the discourse about the Bern attack, in successive numbers of Scin
teia the discourse construction was accomplished by the story about the bringing back 
of Aurel ~etu's corpse and the funeral ceremony which could be compared with that 
ofIoan Mota and Vasile Marin in the inter-war periodl5• The media presented this event 
as a martyrdom of the victim Aurel ~e~ in order to illustrate severallegitimate atti
tudes such as the need for revenge »the hearts of the crowd seethed with anger against 
the legionnaires' gang of assassins«, and with a sense of justice ,.the legionary brutes 
should receive their deserved punishment«16. 

The second long-term event in analysing the image of the exiles in the Romanian 
media is the conflict between RFE and the editor-in-chief of the weekly Saptamana, 
Eugen Barbu. Arch Puddington claims that »under its two famous editors Noel 
Bernard and Vlad Georgescu, the Romanian section carried out a relentless polemical 
offensive against Ceau~escu - the tone was biting, personal and sarcastic. Ouring 
Bernard's editorship, the Romanian section was not infrequently cited for violation of 
the station's strictures against vituperation and rhetorical excess«17. Katherine Verdery 
places this conflict within the more general framework of the nationalist transform
ation of communism under Ceau~escuI8. 

Contrary to the previous period when the language used was rougher, in the 1970s 
and 1980s, in Saptamina, a difference was made by using mostly irony. When attacking 
an editor, who compared contemporary Romania with the time of Vlad the Impaler, 
Eugen Barbu argues that »I inform hirn [i.e. the RFE editor, LS] that the Romanian 
government ordered a massive crop of traditional splinters, in Baragan where this year 
it will be sowing not wheat but hard cudgels on which will be impaled those nasty and 
external enemies of Romania«. Monica Lovinescu was ironically called »the marvel
lous Western philosopher«19 while Virgil Ierunca was called »ginerid« pertaining to 
the fact that being married to Monica Lovinescu, his identity was a consequence of 

14 See C. PARASCHlVEscu-BALACEANU, Criminalü legionari sa-~i primeascä. pedeapsa meritata (The Le
gionnaires' Killers Deserve to Receive their Punishment), in: Scinteia 3211 (18 February 1955) p. 4; In
tregul popor i~i exprima mama fa~ de criminalii legionari ~i instigatorii lor imperiali~ti (The Entire 
People Express Their Anger Against the Legionnaire Killers and Their Imperialist Instigators), in: Scin
teia 3213 (20 February 1955) p. 3. 

15 In February 1937, the corpses of Ion Mo~ and Vasile Marin, two important figures in the leadership of 
the Iron Guard, who died in the Spanish civil war, were brought back to Romania for an impressive fu
neral ceremony. HEINEN, Legiunea Arhanghe!ului Mihail (see note 6), pp. 293-294. 

16 Banda de ucig~i legionari trebuie sa-~i primeascä. pedeapsa meritata. La catafalcullui Aure! ~etu (The 
Gang of Legionnaire Killers Have to Receive Their Punishment. At Aure! ~tu's Catafalque), in: Scin
teia 3214 (22 February 1955) p. 3. 

17 Arch PUDDINGTON, Broadcasting freedom. The Cold War Triumph of Radio Free Europe and Radio 
Liberty, Lexington 2000, p. 239. 

18 Katherine VERDEllY, National Ideology Under Socialism. Identity and Cultural Politics in Ceaufescu's 
Romania, Berkley 1991, pp. 170-171. 

19 Eugen BARBu, Mamica Lovinescu ~i marxismul (Little Mommy Lovinescu and the Marxism), in: 
Siptamina 326 (4 March 1977) p. 7. 
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being the son-in-law of one of the biggest Romanian literary critics, Eugen Lovinescu, 
and not to his personal qualities2o. 

It is interesting that in the offensive undertaken against the RFE by Eugen Barbu, 
the >we< is not the same passive entity, which calls out their revolt in front of a 
catafalque, but an active element. The >we< designates, not the people, but the editors 
from Saptamina in general, and in particular Eugen Barbu. The purpose of the retort 
that Saptamina gives to RFE is »a private action of a writer who had enough to per
mit ... the use of a radio station which broadcasts in Romanian to co mb us down every 
night«21. 

Nonetheless, there was a passive, neutral >they<. Contrary to the previous period, 
and due to the nature of the debate, >they< are not the enemy, but the »innocent Ro
manian people«, receiving false information offered by RFE. The >we< feels responsible 
for protecting the potential victims, >they< (them) of the lies proffered by RFE, hence 
the anger of Eugen Barbu who was ,.furious because systematic lies are thrown in some 
naives' ears«22. This definition was not consistently employed as sometimes the >we< 
category was more inclusive. It was extended to the omniscient Romanian people who 
knew the truth, and »who can have fun when listening to RFE«. For the first time while 
speaking about Romanians living abroad, a differentiation is made between a clearly 
identifiable sub-group of Romanian intellectuals in exile, albeit never using the word 
>exile< or >exile<, and the other Romanians living abroad usually labelIed as >traitors<. 
This aspect must be related to the initiative of the communist regime to integrate some 
personalities previously damned, but very important for the new national-communism 
into the national culture. Some of them such as Mircea Eliade, Emil Cioran, Eugen 
Ionescu or Tristan Tzara were in exile23, but information about their lives was limited, 
never mentioning their choice of living abroad, and their works were partially pub
lished to serve the regime's interest. > We<, Romanians, appreciate the quality recognised 
by everybody else, appropriating if necessary figures to justify our national unique
ness. 

In contrast with the previous period when the otherness was constructed or better 
to say suggested throughout a vague >they<, this time the other was sometimes a plural 
>you<, different from the above mentioned sub-group of personalities. The >you< sub
group consisted of those who worked at RFE, who lacked professionalism. They were 
»second hand professionals, who grasped every opponunity to praise themselves«, 
producing ,.tenebrous broadcasting«24. A contested quality of collaborators or em
ployees of RFE was their credibility as ,.those who taught us Marxism in Romania, 
fight against it now at RFE«2S. 

20 ID., Gineriea eu ledunca sau spalatorii de mor{i, in: Saptämina 582 (29 January 1982) p. 7. 
21 ID., Revelion la Europa Libera (New Year's Eve at Radio Free Europe), in: Saptamina 318 (7 January 

1977) p. 7. 
22 ID., Necroforii, in: Sapumina 331 (8 April 1977) p. 7. 
23 BEHRlNG, Seriitori romani din exil (see note 7), pp. 202-210. 
24 BARIlU, Revelion la Europa Libera (see note 21). 
25 In faet, this was a recognised poliey at RFE that the higher the hierarehical position of an individual in 

Romania was, the higher was the possibility of working at RFE. 
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The same argument as in the case of the Bern attack was evoked, namely that the RFE 
editors were guilty of being paid by American institutions. They were qualified as »a 
clique of hirelings«, ,.mercenaries who have sold their conscience for a handful of 
money«. Radio Free Europe is »a fortified den as a result of the last decisions of some 
bodies over the ocean«, ,.it is not a benign association of aHable people willing to inform 
us, but a poisoned source of propaganda«, a ,.den of anticommunist propaganda«26. 

II. MEDIA DISCOURSES AFTER 1989 

In the context of the new challenges that Romanian society faced after the fall of co m
munism, the question about the contribution of the exiles to Romanian history needed 
an answer. Certain authors claim that in what concerns at least the literature produced 
by Romanians in exile, after 1989 there has been areal interest to in te grate it. This could 
be explained as a consequence of the need for »uncensored autobiographies, hidden 
journals and aII means of credible testimonies about the dictatorship«27. However, for 
the time being there were not systematic research initiatives to recover the memory of 
the exile. Political power in post-communist Romania did not have any interest in 
associating former exiles to leadership. Thus culture remained the only domain where 
integration was possible. 

On the other hand, apart of the Romanian cultural elite perceived with frustration 
,.the negligence of all political administrations in Bucharest regarding Romanians in 
exile. From the open, aggressive, and dominated by hatred denial specific to Ceau~es
cu, to Iliescu's not hidden suspicion and Constantinescu's not really innocent indif
ference, there is an absolutely astonishing continuity pattern«28. In general the attitude 
of Romanians could be characterised by two main traits: for the old exiles, scepticism 
and suspicion to any initiative, and for the newcomers, the emigrants, indiHerence. In 
its eHort to sustain the European integration of Romania, the government after 2000 
tried to connect Romanians abroad with »the national interest«. The Romanian gov
ernment created in 2003 a new institution, the Institute for the Memory of Exile in 
Bucharest, to which many Romanians abroad are reIativeIy reluctant given the fact that 
some of the personnel are considered to be controversial. 

Public conferences about evaluating Romanian literature were organised both in 
and outside the country. For example, the Romanian Cultural Foundation used »to or
ganise symmetrically, every time the opposition prepared a colloquium with partici
pants from exile, a counter-conference to prove that not aIl Romanians abroad contest 
the power in Bucharest«29. Last but not least, there have been successful initiatives to 

26 Mihai BENIUC, Noi, ca tara ~i popor, am ales drumul (We as Country and People, We Have Chosen the 
Way), in: Romania literara 10-14 (7 April 1977) p. 3. 

27 BEHRING, Scriitori romäni din exil (see note 7), p. 213. 
28 Vladimir lismaneanu in dialog cu Mircea Mihaie~, ]ncet, spre Europa (VIadirnir lismaneanu in Dia

logue with Mircea Mihaie~, Slowly, Towards Eurepe), I~i 2000, p. 69. 
29 Alina MUNGIU, Romiinii dupa '89. Istoria unei neintelegeri (Romanians after '89. The History of a Mis

understanding), Bucharest 1995, p. 207. 
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save what can be saved from the memory of Romanian exile and these materialised in 
the fact that several printing houses, such as Humanitas, Jurnalul Literar, Polirom, and 
Apostrof specialised in publishing the work of certain authors in exile, such as Mircea 
Eliade, Emil Cioran, or Eugen Ionescu. Still none of the big Romanian literary figures 
in the West chose to return to Romania after 1989. 

This split can be found in the discursive construction of the image of exile by Ro
manian post-communist media which oHers rather conflicting narratives which were 
used by political power, according to the orientation of publications. In his study of 
Romanian post-communist media, Peter Gross identifies certain continuities in Ro
manian communist and post-communist media, as they were not structured for play
ing a central role in reshaping the political culture after 1989, because of the personal 
involvement of Ceau~escu}o. Contrary to other communist regimes in Central and 
Eastern Europe, the Romanian media resisted and opposed any changes which oc
curred in the mass media in Hungary after 1956, in Czechoslovakia after 1968, and in 
po land after 198031 • 

Two rather opposite discourses about the exile ensued after 1989. Romanians liv
ing abroad were specifically labelIed as exiles, the only group untouched by commu
nism. On the other hand, the pattern developed by Saptamina was maintained, as some 
publications continued to make a split into two sub-groups, a positive in-group, al
ways associated with the word exile, and the other, a negative out-group, never labelled 
as exiles. 

The positive discourse about the exile as an in-group included Romanian intellec
tuals who lived abroad du ring the communist regime. They were presented as an 
organised body, with publications which arose ,.from the need of uniting all exiles to 
fight against the dictatorial regime of Ceau~escu, through promoting an activity of 
exposing and condemning the former regime, lobbying Western governments to save 
Romania and Romanians«32. The image presented is that of an organised unity, with 
the clear aim and means to achieve it, as an active factor with messianic saving purposes. 

For Romania literara" a cultural magazine that hosted debates on the fate of 
Romanian culture after 1989, an important issue was to pay homage to the eHorts made 
by Radio Free Europe for safeguarding Romanian culture in general. Hence, its 
directors and editors, especially Monica Lovinescu and Virgil Ierunca, gained a posi
tive reputation, emphasising that during the last years, when ,.there is nothing we can 
do« became the slogan of the exiles, ,.there have been Western radio stations broad
casting in Romanian which kept a spark for those at horne«}}. This view of passive
active roles made a differentiation between two sub-groups of Romanians living 

30 Peter GROSS, Colosul cu picioare de lut. Aspecte ale presei romane~ti post-comuniste (fhe Giant with 
Clay Legs. Aspects of the Romanian Post-Communist Press), I~i 1999. 

31 Agnes GULYAS, Communist Media Economics and the Consumers. The Case of the Print Media of East 
Central Europe, in: JMM 3-11, (2001). 

32 0 importantä organiza\ie a romanilor de peste hotare: Congresul Mondial Romanesc (An Important 
Romanian Organisation Abroad: the Romanian World Congress), in: Adevarul (Bucharest) 1-10 (10 
J anuary 1990) p. 5. 

33 Ion NEGOITESCU, Monica Lovinescu ,i Virgil Ierunca: in Romania literari XXIII-3 (18 January 1990) 
p.19. 
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abroad. The active part was the one who preserved the hope. Contrary to the previ
ous period, there was no antinorny between the positive >here< and the negative >there<, 
the idea of horne being inclusive for the exiles who had the same horne, worth fight
ingfor. 

The alternative discourse was constructed by publications that have been con
tinuers of the cornmunist ones. There was a positive in-group, labelIed as the exiles, 
which embodied among others, Mircea Eliade, Emil Cioran, Eugen Ionescu, Tristan 
Tzara, Vintilä Horia, enjoyed mostly positive evaluations. In this regard, Vintilä Ho
ria is »the untainted friend showing hirnself punctually at the meeting with Romanian 
history, culture [ ... ] Physically and spirituaIly, the talented writer Vintilä Horia is a 
concentrated expression of those fighters born from sufferings and expectations, car
rying its freedom like a hope, like an emblem of his rough life lived almost a half 
century in exile [ ... ] Brilliant significance and brilliant success of this authentic 
Romanian writer banished by a repressive policy«34. 

The discursive strategy which presented the exiles as two sub-groups mirrors the 
category of communists in Romania, divided as weIl into two sub-groups. They were 
split into national communists and internationally oriented communists, the so-called 
»cominternists«. Therefore, the black and white portrayal opposes the exile-victim to 
the communist-perpetrator, Vintilä Horia being the victim of »a people's court trial« 
which condemned hirn »to forced life work« for »imagined guilt, among other the guilt 
of having been a legionnaire«35. If in the previous period the focus was on the fact that 
the exiles escaped the justice of the people, now the media considers them escaping the 
injustice of the regime. It is interesting that the group of national comrnunists is not 
described, the strategy of avoidance being used largely, while the responsibility and 
blame is shifted to the cominternists. The dichotomy good-guys I bad-guys continues 
to function, including two opposed sub-groups. In the debate about the role and the 
place of the culture produced abroad by Romanians, it is implied that, in fact during 
the communist regime there should have been integration, cancelled because of the iso
lated intervention of the cominternist. Thus, the exiles were prevented from following 
the >normal< path of integration. 

To construct the negative image of the non-narned out-group, Saptamina 's editors 
employed the same discursive strategy as before 1989, when fighting Radio Free 
Europe. The former opponents of Ceau~escu became shortly after December 1989 the 
»people who are against the interests of their own country«36. »Following a very short 
intermezzo, the enemies continued to be those in the last years of Ceau~escu's regime: 
Radio Free Europe, Western journalists, United States Congress which refused to grant 
Romania (and implicitly Iliescu's regime) most favoured nation status«. Not to men
tion the fact that the first counter-candidates for Ion Iliescu du ring the first elections 

34 lonel PROTOPOPESCU, Vintila Horia sau pribeagulliteraturii romane (Vintila Horia or the Vagrant of 
Romanian Literature), in: Saptamina 21 (21 October 1991) p. 5. 

35 Ibid. 
36 MUNGIU, Romanii dupa '89 (see note 29), p. 222. 
37 Ibid. pp. 4243,54. 
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were Romanians who came back after a long exile, and who where »annihilated« to
gether with the all exiles who did not eat »soy salami«37. 

In Saptamina, the >exile< was not associated with this category. The entire Free 
Europe team, Monica Lovinescu and Virgil Ierunca in particular, was called pejora
tively »You! Sirs! Who are not patriots«38. The idea of the employees of Radio Free 
Europe who were paid by the ideological enemies persisted in Saptamina after 1989. 
»We will not miss a certain cultural atmosphere initiated and conducted by two sen
tinels [i.e. Monica Lovinescu and Virgil lerunca, LS] long ago pensioned off and paid 
by we all know whom«39. Again it is implied that there is a dichotomous >we<, includ
ing the editors and the ornniscient public which cannot be fooled versus a >they< as long 
as they continue to be paid by an unnamed enemy entity. For strengthening the differ
entiation between the exiles, press discourse strategies seldom pointed out an unchal
lenged authority. In this case, Emil Cioran is mentioned as he did not collaborate with 
any radio station and he did not »make any propaganda plotting« against Romania40• 

In order to discredit this sub-group, one author implies that the foreign radio sta
tion was not such a big deal, as »suggested« by other media, its audience was not so 
great because of the fear of the ubiquitous Securitate. Some authors confess that they 
did not listen to foreign radio stations because of the fear from the Securitate »because 
of the embarrassment I feit for the broadcasting of those on the other side of the cur
tain who, please excuse me, were tendentious with poisoned lips. Besides the commu
nist regime, these guys usually swore without any reason a lot of persons who honour 
our people. But, shall we leave Free Europe to ... those gentlemen, traitors of their own 
people and to those who are looking for their hidden interests«41. In the discursive 
strategy, even though the radio stations were given so me credibility as they were 
against the dictator and his wife, still they were blamed for criticising certain individ
uals »who honour our people«. One can easily identify the stereotype which defines 
the out-group of Romanians working for RFE as the one who betrayed »their own 
people«. 

Finally, it can be asserted that there are interesting continuities between the images 
presented before and after 1989, the main discursive strategies being the positive self
presentation vs. the negative presentation of the other. Stereotypes which survived in 
publications of nationalist orientation or in those used by the newly installed govern
ment in December 1989 have been seldom constructed via conflicting narratives. 

In conclusion, the analysis of the way Romanian mass media constructed the image 
of the exile proves that this topic was a salient issue for both the communist propa
ganda during the Cold War and the political power after 1989. For a while, the tactic 
of ignoring a reality could have been the best option, but it is obvious that the past is 
breaking through and calls for healing. Many exiles have been prosecuted before leav-

38 Valeriu MIHAILA, Cine se terne de Eugen Barbu (Who is afraid of Eugen Barbu?), in: Saptamina 26 
(25 November 1991) p .•. 

39 Adio, Europa Libera!, in: Saptimina 12 (42) (23 March 1992) p. 3. 
40 lone! PROTOPOPESCU, Emil Cioran sau floarea creatoare a exilului romänesc (Emil Cioran and the Cre

ator Flower of Romanian Exile): in Säptimina 22 (28 October 1991) p. 5. 
41 Dan Claudiu TANAsESCU, DomnuleJohn(Mr. John), in: Säptirnina 4 Uune 1991) p. 5. 
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ing Romania and they have dedicated their lives to make public the atrocities of the 
Romanian totalitarian regime. The recovering of their his tory is, no matter how suc
cessful they were or not, an act of recognising their contribution to the history of to
talitarian regimes in general and of Romanian communism in particular. Lacking this 
dimension, most probably the complexity of the phenomenon cannot be grasped to
taHy, and thus a society in transition will not overcome certain trauma. Unfortunate
ly, for the time being, there are no systematic research projects and this means that the 
transition wiHlast longer than initially considered. Though, the analysis of the impact 
this created image had on Romanian public opinion both before and after 1989 could 
be the focus of future research. Moreover, new investigation directions could be the 
semantic and/or content analysis of Romanian publications about the exile or by com
paring situations in different communist countries in Central and Eastern Europe. The 
memory of the communist regime as a whole and that of exile as one of its outcomes 
needs further research, being at this point still in its early childhood. We have an exile 
and we are stilllooking to find what to do with it. 


